The cloud with no name: Meteorologists campaign to classify unique...
Jun 2, 2009 ... Rolling out across vast skies, weathermen might have trouble finding words to describe this stunning cloud formation.
www.dailymail.co.uk/.../The-cloud-Meteorologists-campaign-classify-unique-Asperatus-clouds-seen-world.html - Similar

Asperatus Clouds are Great! | Strangely Perfect
Aren't These THE Most Fantastic Pictures? The BBC has picked up today (why today? I dunno!) on some photos from the Cloud Appreciation ...
strangelyperfect.tv/3909/asperatus-clouds-are-great/ - Cached - Similar

PICTURES: New Cloud Type Discovered?
An "asperatus" cloud rolls over New Zealand's South Island in an undated picture. ...
Asperatus clouds may spur the first new classification in the World ...
nnews.nationalgeographic.com/news/.../photo2.html - Cached - Similar

Meteorologists Attempting To Have 'Asperatus' Clouds Officially Named
Jun 1, 2009 ... The Royal Meteorological Society is now gathering detailed information for the days and locations where the asperatus clouds have been seen ...
www.impactlab.com/.../meteorologists-attempting-to-have-asperatus-clouds-officially-named/ - Cached - Similar

In pictures: Asperatus: the new cloud from the appreciation ... The Cloud Appreciation Society campaigning to have a new cloud type officially classified by the World Meteorological Organisation in Geneva.
www.guardian.co.uk/environment/gallery/2009/jun/01/2 - Cached - Similar

Photos: Asperatus Clouds | Geology.com
Jun 4, 2009 ... News about geology and earth science from around the world!

Asperatus clouds « Think twice (for my students, past and present)
Jun 3, 2009 ... I'm curious though as to what weather or climate conditions allow these asperatus clouds to form. Could this by tied in to climate change? ...
2pat.wordpress.com/2009/06/03/asperatus-clouds/ - Cached - Similar

io9 - Look Up In The Sky For New Cloud Life - Asperatus clouds
Jun 6, 2009 ... Does this sky look odd to you? Cloud Appreciation Society head Gavin Pretor-Pinney thinks so; he thinks these are a whole new type of clouds ...
io9.com/5276503/ - Similar

'Asperatus', a new variety of cloud - The Cloud Appreciation Society
Return to Homepage · Cloud Gallery · Cloud Lookalikes. 'Asperatus', a new variety of cloud? Brian Butka. Calvin Triplett. Scott Bogue. Brian Inall. ...
cloudappreciationsociety.org/gallery/index.php?x...52... - Cached - Similar
The Cloud Appreciation Society says *asperatus* should be recognised as a new type of cloud. Alongside cirrus and cumulus clouds, say hello to the *asperatus*. ...